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Welcome
● All participants’ microphones have been 

muted & cameras have been turned off

● Please post any questions in the chat & 
we will review them during our Q&A 
segment

● This webinar is being recorded & will be 
distributed after the session

Adam Good
Senior Strategist at ParsonsTKO

Rick Richards
Business Analyst at ParsonsTKO



We help teams 
accomplish 
more with their 
audiences. 
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Consulting

Roadmapping

Technical platforms

Data strategy
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Engagement Architecture ⬩ noun

The ParsonsTKO philosophy and 
methodology that addresses your 
outreach platform as a holistic 
ecosystem—an interconnected set of 
people and systems that work 
together to advance your mission.

The way we see possibilities
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Platforms

Processes

People

Strategy

Experiences Data

Engagement



Critical framework
Data Strategy
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Data Strategy
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4 requirements of data strategy
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1. Strategy 
Definition

t“
2. Tracking

### #

3. Reporting 4. Adoption & 
Optimization

Anatomy of data strategy work

x
✓

?

http://www.parsonstko.com
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The 4 roles for analytics
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Storytelling
Understand your audience and 
demonstrate the impact of 
your efforts with relatable 
examples of engagement.

Coffee table
Convene teammates from 
throughout the organization to 
discuss strategy tactics and 
reveal opportunities.

Myth buster
Settle uncertainty and learn 
the truth about how your 
content & outreach channels 
perform through analysis.

Air traffic control
Improve targeting and enable 
automation in your outreach 
by mapping detailed data to 
your systems.



Measure what matters
Metrics and KPIs
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● “Cap me!”

○ Curation: They help you focus on data that matters

○ Action: They recommend next steps and how to use your time

○ Prioritization: They are an expression of your values

○ Management: They set and communicate clear expectations

○ Evaluate: They help you understand and demonstrate success

Why we use KPIs
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● Always Be Asking Why
○ Why do you want to know how 

many visitors your site gets?
○ Why does it matter what channel 

visitors came from?
○ Why are you reporting on a high 

bounce rate?
○ Etc

● Why is the glue connecting mere 
metrics to strategy, actionable 
insight, and progress

● If you can’t get to a satisfactory 
why, is it worth your time?

The power of … ABAW

A   asking

W   why
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Vanity metrics

● Look big and impressive!

● Easy to get

● Don’t connect to your mission

● Aren’t (shouldn’t be) what gets 
you more funding

Meaningful metrics tell a story
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Impact metrics

● Connect outreach to outcomes

● Harsh arbiters: hard to move

● Clear signs of what you should do

● Custom-built for your org

Impact metrics tell you the impact of your work, and  help you improve it.
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What makes your metric successful?

● Is it tied to a product, audience, 
channel, or goal that you know and 
are working on (aka, specific and 
relevant)

● Can you move the needle on it and 
recognize when you move it through 
actions that you’ve taken? (aka, 
measurable and attainable)

● Will it stay relevant, and can you move 
it before your priorities, and the 
organization’s priorities, change? (aka, 
time-bound)

Is it a good KPI?
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The SMART KPI framework

● Specific

● Measurable

● Attainable

● Relevant

● Time-bound
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Why focus on your website?
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t

“
fEmail

Social

Media

Website

Traffic flows from outreach to your website

● Your website(s) is what most of 
your outreach has in common.

● It is where your deepest content is 
published and kept.

● It is where some of your deepest 
and most sensitive engagement 
happens.

● It is where people find what they 
were looking for regardless of 
whether they knew you had it.
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Engagement means interaction
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More

Playing video / audio

Click to zoom images

Highlighting passages

Interactive data features

Revealing more content

Jumping to sub-headers

In-line links

● What do you want people to 
do with your website?

● How do you know if they’ve 
followed through?

● Where and how do you 
collect data on engagement?
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12,847 pageviews 

of... content?

Context makes data meaningful
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12,847 pageviews 

Of event promotion toolkits
Content about reopening
Asking people to register

Topic

Content format

Call to action

? Author / Department
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What metrics should I look for?
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Blueprint

Social Email/CRM

Website

Media 
monitoring

Surveys/ 
Research

Events

Video/ 
Podcast

Ads Search 
tools

Internal 
data

Audience reach & engagement 
by subset of content

Responsiveness metrics: 
Reply rate and speed

Deliverability 
& open rate

Clicks & goal 
completion

Keyword & 
trend analysis

View depth

Event visibility 
& loyalty

PR sentiment

Service 
awareness

ROI of effort



Content performance 
dashboarding
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4 requirements of data strategy
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1. Strategy 
Definition

t“
2. Tracking

### #

3. Reporting 4. Adoption & 
Optimization

Anatomy of data strategy work

x
✓

?

http://www.parsonstko.com
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The purpose of this dashboard is:

To help stakeholders evaluate the performance of content on the website by 
curating metrics that reflect the goals and intent of content, and can 
meaningfully guide editorial planning and content production processes.

PTKO Content Performance Dashboard Template

 

Start with a reporting charter
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https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/79289deb-d432-4860-866a-5ab7e3602fa8/page/aQSLC/preview
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Focused Narrative

● Consistent, automated reporting on 
metrics that matter

● Report is ready to review in minutes, 
or emailed to key stakeholders on 
schedule

What type of dashboard suits staff needs?
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Flexible and Exploratory

● Users have a unique experience of the 
data set based on their selections

● Insight discovery based on the 
questions a user asks
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● What in the org will this address?
● What data points will you need and from which platforms?
● What will your dashboard look like?
● Who will use it, how often, and how will it be maintained?

Then make sure you know...

22



Using the dashboard
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● Benchmarking
○ Campaigns
○ Seasonality
○ Sources and Referrers

● Exploring with filters
● Sharing

○ With filters
○ Regular emails
○ Exporting charts

● Warnings
○ Data sampling
○ UTMs

How to use the dashboard
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Dashboards only help when 
people use them. Consider 
who will look at this one, to 
what end, and when/how 
often will it happen including 
whether using the dashboard 
is a something that is a part of 
a new practice or an existing 
process.

Where does it fit in your process?
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List uses and interactions with this dashboard:

● Creating* (subsequent ownership)
○ Who will own it?

● Reviewing for insights
○ Who will use it regularly?

● Ongoing QA: Recognizing when something is wrong
○ Who will keep track of enhancements needs and 

fixes?
○ Who will perform those updates?

● Reporting out to stakeholders
○ How will your new reports be delivered?
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● Using filters and calculated fields to narrow the report experience
○ I.e. grouping URL parameters together to create a dropdown

● Grouping by taxonomic data
○ Topics / Interests
○ Categories
○ Content types
○ Age of content

● Audience segments
○ Landing pages
○ Intended audience (based on taxonomic data)
○ Link tagging

● Updating channel groupings
● Engagement

○ Scroll depth
○ Downloads

Common web analytics enhancements
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Any questions? 

Would you like to continue the 

conversation? 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardtrichards

linkedin.com/company/parsonstko/

Want to dive in? 

Chat with Rick

How did we do? 

Please let us know by filling out our  

survey. 
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardtrichards
https://www.linkedin.com/company/parsonstko/
https://calendly.com/ptko-analytics/discovery?month=2021-08
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1VsvpN58NiebKTE14XkB8nBqiaHJYPSyl-e75NBkigEo/

